Thank you to the hard work of the EAB Leadership Team, and in partnership with the Division of Student Affairs, Virginia Tech has purchased the student facing app for Navigate!! As of right now we do not have an implementation timeline, however we will keep everyone updated as we move through the planning and implementation process.

If you are working with a student who does not have a role, but can be found in Navigate please email EABHelp@vt.edu and we can add the role back to the student, however none of their information will be accurate until they register for classes.

A total of 34,972 Appointment Summaries were entered in the Advising Care Unit in Navigate for the Spring 2023! Great job documenting student interactions. As a reminder please review the Documenting Student Interactions guidelines as a refresher of what should be entered in Navigate.

Everything in Navigate is term based. Even though we allow students with a future admit term in Navigate, their attributes and academic work are all term based and therefore will not update or be added until we “roll” to their true effective term.